Abstract-This paper presents a novel landmark generating method for robust multi-robot localization and tracking. Although the conventional approaches are able to generate a number of landmarks, they often tend to misjudge or ignore some landmark in particular environment. Analyzing those methods, we suggest the new landmark that is referred to here as Rotating Triangles (RT) landmark. RT landmark implemented in intelligent space (iSpace) is shown, and it is compared and evaluated with a landmark based on QR code and ShotCode (QR/Shot). The experimental results show that RT landmark has better performance in terms of recognition score and error.  Index Terms-artificial landmark, multi-robots, localization, intelligent space
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past two decades, a lot of research has focused on multiple robots as the fact that many advantages can be obtained when a single complicated robot is replaced by multiple yet simpler robots [1] . Among the issues related to multiple robots, localization and tracking of robots is the core to understand the situation and make a decision. Precise localization is a precedent condition for the collision/obstacles avoidance of robots. The robots cannot accomplish their missions without the accurate localization.
Localization methods can be divided into three categories according to their approach. They are based on geometry [2] , [3] , topology [4] , and landmarks [5] - [7] . Typically, geometric approaches are used in a 2-dimensional grid for a map. However, the error of location is accumulated as a robot's pathway gets longer. Topological localizations proposed to improve weaknesses of geometric approaches uses adjacency graphs to represent a location and the adjacency relation between the locations. While they have shown better results under regulated environments, it is unstable in dynamic surroundings yet. Landmarks can be natural or artificial. Particularly, Artificial landmark based Manuscript received June 10, 2013; revised August 22, 2013. localization is often used in indoor environment. It is more accurate but simpler than others, while the artificial tags should be generated for implementation. Although there are many typical standards for identification (ID) like barcode, datamatrix, and etc., they are recognized only in certain condition.
Recently, some landmarks that can be used for robots have been proposed with various shape patterns. Zheng et al [9] proposed Mobile Robot (MR) code using pentagon with 63 dots for IDs, and Briggs et al proposed a landmark inspired by 2D barcode. Yaniss et al [10] also suggested new landmark by combining with QR code and Shot Code (QR/Shot). Some of the other landmarks are proposed using color information [11] , [12] , but they can be unstable if the illumination changes.
On the other hand, intelligent space (iSpace) with multiple distributed sensors is proposed for smart operation of multiple mobile robots in complicated human living environments [13] . With the information from the sensors, the performance of localization becomes more robust and efficient. In iSpace, the landmark can be attached on either robots or environment. Since all the area is seen by the sensors, the latter method is better in terms of redundancy.
In this paper we propose a simple artificial landmark model using several identical triangles. While a triangle has been widely using in robotics research, such as path planning, face recognition, pose estimation and etc., multiple triangles for artificial landmark is rarely found in previous studies. The proposed landmark model is applicable for real time operation and more robust than the conventional approaches.
II. ANALYSIS OF CONVENTIONAL LANDMARKS
A few examples of conventional landmarks are shown in Fig. 1 . MR code landmark has 63 circle units in the shape and they are encoded by BCH code. It can generate maximum distinct IDs. But the size of inner circle is too small which implies that the landmark can be recognized incorrectly in distant or noisy situation. The rotation of MR code landmark is recognized by one big circle in the shape. QR/Shot landmark is able to generate distinct IDs which are smaller than MR code landmark but still enough, and the rotation is verified using 3 rectangles. Although it has bigger blob, the one segment often meets the others. The common risk of MR code and QR/Shot landmark is the fact that they can be considered as rotated by occlusion of particular parts. The landmark in Fig. 1 (c) can be localized rapidly by red quadrate frame and insured by the contrast color. It is able to make 256 distinct IDs. Fig. 1(d) is also recognized by 6 outer rectangles. But Fig By the consideration of some representative landmarks above, we can draw a few conditions for landmark to satisfy below:
 The analogous/adjacent landmarks should be lower in matching score. It is determined by the size of smallest area for ID.  The feature to recognize the rotation should be more robust against noise or occlusion.  At least, the strip of ID must greater than 2 x 2 pixels in the image. Considering the blur by motion, 3 x 3 pixels are recommended. However it will be adjusted when the resolution of landmark image is limited.
III. ROTATING TRIANGLES LANDMARK
Based on the criteria discussed in previous chapter, we suggest Rotating Triangles (RT) landmark as shown in Fig. 2 . Firstly, the L-shape is borrowed from datamatrix, which is used broadly in industry. The orientation of RT landmark is estimated by the shape. Since it covers larger area than the other landmarks, the robustness is improved against dirt, noise or occlusion. Secondly, 9 triangles make distinct IDs. They are enough for multi-robot application. Lastly, the adjacent triangle from any one is always rotated. The red arrows in Fig. 2 imply that one triangle should be on its original position, or shifted at least 2 steps to match with the triangle in the model perfectly.
If each strip has same orientation, one strip can be matched with adjacent part in the model. Since the adjacent triangle has different orientation, only few pixels of the triangles can be overlapped with the model. Intuitionally, therefore, the circle or the similar shape is not recommended for the strip shape. In conclusion, RT landmark is more reliable, while the matched results of other landmark using same shape and angle can be shifted more easily. Depend on the purpose and environments, RT landmark can be made with 2 x 2, 2 x 3, 3 x 2 or 4 x 4 strips of triangle.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The experiments are carried out in two ways. One is offline test among MR code landmark, QR/Shot landmark and RT landmark designs. Although it seems simple, it is meaningful enough because there is no any disturbance by noise or distortion of images. The other is an experiment in iSpace shown in Fig. 3 . There are 4 fixed and 4 pan-tilt cameras in iSpace. The whole space in iSpace is divided, occupied, and shared by 8 cameras. In this experiment, only single fixed camera is used. The model of camera is GP-3780C made by GeviCam with 1032 x 779 resolution and approximately 30 frames per second. It is interfaced by Giga-Ethernet.
On the other hand, generally, the robots in iSpace are supposed to be operated on the floor. But for the small robots, the landmark also should be small for them. As the small landmark images are seen tiny in the camera, they cannot be recognized with low resolution. To resolve it, we put the robots on a table so that the distance between camera and them to be approximately 1.7m.
For the reason that QR/Shot landmark has shown better performance than other approaches [15] , it has been used for iSpace. Thus TR landmark is compared with it in the experiment. For the two experiments, Matrox Imaging Library (MIL) Ver. 9 was utilized to acquire matching scores. The formula of the score is introduced in [14] . There are two kinds of scores, which are score and target score. The score is calculated by the coverage of model, but the target score is calculated by the coverage of target image. In this study we used only the score by model coverage.
A. Offline Test
For the first, we simply assumed two most probable situations that can be misjudged with landmarks. They are ambiguous and similar case, shown in Fig. 4 . In MR landmark, the shape for rotation and ID are same but the size is different only. So those two MR landmarks in Fig.  4(a) can be taken as same ID. Likewise, it is possible if one rectangle is hidden in QR/Shot landmark in Fig. 4(a) . Fig. 4(b) shows similar case of each landmark model. In each pair, there is only one strip is added in the bottom image. Since the score is affected by the coverage, it is obvious that smaller change makes higher in matching score.
As a result, the scores of each pair are presented in Table I . In ambiguity, RT landmark got the lowest score which means most distinguishable. But the score in similarity case was worse than QR/Shot landmark, while it was still better than MR's. This is probably due to relatively larger area of L-shape. Therefore it is considerable to reduce or cut some area of the shape for rotation. 
B. Verification in iSpace
For experiments in iSpace, 9 Elisa robots are used. Elisa is a small robot with 5cm of diameter, and made by GCtronic. For the robots, 9 random IDs are generated by each landmark and attached, as shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the acquired images from a fixed camera in iSpace. Varying the threshold score and rotating those images, each ID model tried to find the correct landmark. The result scores are listed in Table II and Table III, respectively. Note that failed results (mismatched or not found) are excluded for calculation of average score. The results show that the total average score of RT landmark is higher than the other's, which means that there was less uncertainty when RT landmarks was used. Additionally, they show that the success of recognition is influenced by the rotation of landmark image. Total avg.
97.48
Since almost of failed results in Table III are came  from 8 th ID, the shape of the ID is replaced by alternative shape and verified again, as shown in Table IV . Note that the average scores are omitted. Comparing with Table III , the frequency of failure is decreased. On the other hand, the both enlarged RT and QR/Shot landmark by 7.0 showed no failure with high scores. The processing times for large sized landmarks in entire image are listed in Table V . The time is minimized when the angle between the image and the model is close to zero degree. Once an ID is found, we can set region of interest from the whole image. So we can reduce the processing time to be less than 20ms. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed RT landmark which is a novel generation method for the localization of multirobots. RT landmark is easy to make but the experimental results in iSpace show that the average scores are more reliable than QR/Shot landmark, while the rate of success is equivalent. As applications, RT landmark can be attached on mobile robots as well as on small and multiple moving objects.
As future works, RT landmark will be experimented by the image with noise, blur, and etc. After that, localization and tracking of multiple robots in real-time in iSpace will be studied.
